
‘At North Ealing Primary we inspire and nurture all our children to become aspirational,

lifelong learners through an inclusive, ambitious and engaging curriculum.’

Friday 28 January 2022

笑口常开 (xiào kǒu cháng kāi) – May your year be filled with abundance of smiles and
laughter.

Dear Parents and Carers

We have certainly started the Spring Term with a new energy here at NEPS. The children have

been fully engaged with their learning through the exciting and cohesive curriculum and the new

core texts. Please check the school website for further information on the curriculum maps. On a

recent school tour I was asked, ‘what makes NEPS different from other schools?’ my reply was not
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only are we a nurturing, welcoming and value based school but our curriculum is bespoke and

enhanced.

Quality Assurance at NEPS

Since returning in January we have had a Local Authority check of the teaching and learning at

NEPS. The school link inspector carried out a thorough review of Early reading, lessons, pupil’s

work and she also spoke with a number of children. The feedback and subsequent report is very

positive. It mentions a number of factors that we think contribute to making NEPS the incredible

school it is. Please see some quotes from the report:

‘Leaders at all levels have a clear and ambitious vision for providing a high quality education for

all pupils which has been communicated effectively to staff and pupils. Staff have high

expectations of all their pupils which was evidenced in discussions with them.’

Early reading was highlighted as a strength- ‘Teaching pupils to read well is prioritised across the

whole school and this was evidenced in discussions with the SLT, the KS1 Lead and Phonic Lead.

The schools’ website also highlights the school’s commitment to developing the skills the pupils

need to become lifelong readers.’

In terms of our curriculum offer- ‘The school has a very comprehensive curriculum statement

and the organisation of the curriculum is underpinned by four core principles: nurturing values,

enquiring, purposeful learning and sustainability.’

The Link Inspector noted that the NEPS Learning Values are explicitly and implicitly taught across

the curriculum and the values tree is displayed in every classroom. All pupils spoken to during

the visit were able to talk about these values and pupils in KS2 were able to identify which of the

core principles were linked to the current and previous unit of work studied in geography and

science.

Following on from this LA check we have had our Section 8 Ofsted inspection this week on

Tuesday 25th and Wednesday 26th January. We have to wait for 30 days for the full report and

during that time we are unable to inform anyone of the result of the inspection. However, the

children, staff and governing body worked really hard to demonstrate our strengths as a school

and as soon as the report is published we will let everyone have access to a copy on the school

website.

Staffing News and Updates

It is with a very heavy heart that we have to inform you that Mrs Gordon, our wonderful School

Business Officer, will be leaving NEPS on Friday 11th February. As a community we will miss Mrs
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Gordon on every level. Mrs Gordon has shown huge dedication and commitment to NEPS, putting

the school first in every instance. We wish her all the very best for her future.

Assemblies

6J class assembly - ‘A day in the life of 6J’-Thank you to Miss Jenkins and class 6J for their

incredibly informative assembly this morning. The children walked us through a typical day at

NEPS and shared with us the variety of lessons, curriculum areas and hands-on learning. It was

also wonderful to hear their stories, singing and range of personal talents. There has been very

little rehearsal time for 6J but as usual the children made us very proud-well done .

This week we celebrate Chinese New Year and the children will be learning about Chinese New

Year, also known as Lunar New Year or Spring Festival. Chinese New Year or Lunar New Year

2022 will fall on Tuesday, February 1st, 2022, starting a year of the Tiger. Chinese New

Year 2022 starts on the day after the first New Moon that falls between January 21 and February

20 each year.

As a festival the Lunar New Year ends two weeks later with a lantern festival on the date of the

next full Moon. In 2022 that is the “Snow Moon,” which falls on February 16, 2022.

What Chinese zodiac animal are you?
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Online Safety Information

Make sure that you are up-to-date with the online world!

Please sign up to this free site that the school has provided to inform you about ‘online issues’.

These affect everybody in our community and we cannot ignore it. Gaming, social media,

screentime, mental health issues are having an impact on our children and families and there are

risks involved. One minute of your time to register - a lifetime of learning!

Check it out!

https://nationalonlinesafety.com/enrol/north-ealing-primary-school

Curriculum

Nursery

On Wednesday 26th of January the Nursery children went on a 'Winter Walk' to Pitshanger Park.

Lots of parents kindly offered to help us and walked with us to the park. We encouraged the

children to pay attention to the environment with all their senses. What can you see? What can

you smell? What can you hear? What can you feel (cold/warm)? We looked for signs of winter and

we talked about change. We said 'hello' and gave a hug to a big tree. We talked about how trees

give us oxygen and make us feel calm. We all finished our day by having hot chocolate.

Music

● Year 5 are benefitting from the generous PTA funding of a ‘Samba Band Kit ’ to

complement their work on Brazil/South America this half term.

● Year 3 have begun lessons on the UKULELE - again thanks to PTA funding - this provision is

ongoing and will develop

● ESMA - Ealing Schools Music Association - is preparing for a concert in May at St.Barnabas

Church celebrating the return to singing in our schools!

● Orchestra - the school orchestra is practising week-by-week in preparation, we hope, for a

concert later in the year. We are thankful to the volunteers from Notting Hill & Ealing High

School who assist every week in supporting our players and setting up/ tidying up!

Debating Club

We are currently running the popular ‘Debating Club’ for Years 5 and 6 only but are hoping to

extend to Years 3 and 4 soon.

Our last debate focussed on:
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● Should children be expected to follow the religion/beliefs of their parents?

As always, we endeavour to encourage ‘PUPIL VOICE’ and allow our pupils to lead these sessions,

observing our UNICEF rights and school learning values.

School Council

The team are back at work after the break and have been busy spending PTA money on

playground resources. The amount we are given to spend is £500 and I think the team have gone

slightly over budget this time and are waiting for an agreement from the PTA Spend

Committee-fingers crossed!

New NEPS Eco-Team

The Eco-team are now meeting every week with Mrs Bruley and Mrs Taylor. So far we have been

focussing on the use of electricity across the school and how we might reduce this over time.  We

are working closely with the site managers in the hope that we can save some money and reduce

wastage - look out for our end of term report on our NEPS webpage.

Sports Updates

Mr Rutherford took a group of Year 5 and 6 boys to a football tournament on Monday 24th

January, competing against 7 other schools.  We had 2 teams in the tournament, both of which

competed well in their respective leagues.  One of our teams finished 2nd in their group and the

other team were voted for by the other teams as showing the most respect, politeness and

fairness throughout the tournament and were awarded the  ‘Spirit of the Games’ trophy.  Both

teams were a credit to the school.  A special thank you to Mr Bolden and Ms Chbaro for

accompanying us on the trip.
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Book Recommendations

Daisy and The Trouble with Coconuts by Kes Gray

The story is about the funfair that has come to town and Daisy’s nanny and

grampy are going to take her. Daisy has never been to a fair before, so she is

very excited. She can’t wait to go on all the rides, but she is more determined

to win her first ever coconut! I would recommend this book to my friend

because she likes fun fairs.   Anne, 4M

Murder on The Orient Express by Agatha Christie

This book is about a French detective who goes on a train and discovers a

murder! He examines the evidence and interviews all of the passengers on the

train to find out who did it. I loved this book as it kept me on my toes the

whole time and I didn’t know the answer until right at the end. This book

would be more suitable for older children. Emma 6F

Rights Respecting

Holocaust Memorial Day takes place on 27 January every year.

This day marks the anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest Nazi death

camp. On this day, we remember the six million Jewish people who were killed during the

Holocaust, alongside millions of other people who were killed under Nazi persecution and in

genocides that followed in Cambodia, Rwanda, Bosnia and Darfur.

Holocaust Memorial Day is for everyone. Each year, across the UK, thousands of people come

together to learn more about the past and take action to create a safer future. The theme for

2022 is One Day – that in the future there may be one day with no genocide.

Holocaust Memorial Day is promoted and supported by the Holocaust Memorial Day Trust.
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Article 2 - The Convention applies to every child without discrimination

Article 19 - Protection from violence, abuse and neglect

Article 37- No child should be tortured, sentenced to death, imprisoned unfairly or treated in a

cruel or inhuman way

Article 38- No child under 15 should join the army and children should be protected in war

Signpost

Road safety around the school, please can we continue to remember to be vigilant about

road safety around the school. We continue to have concerns about dangerous parking,

dropping children off on zebra crossings, parking on zig zags, driving in restricted areas

etc. I would urge parents to report number plates of cars that are being driven or parked

dangerously directly to the police by calling 101 at the time or using this link

https://www.met.police.uk/ro/report/asb/asb/report-antisocial-behaviour/

There is real concern about a child being seriously injured, or worse, because of

irresponsible driving or parking. Please can we also remind everyone to be considerate

towards the residents around the school area.

Please do not approach any driver yourself as we have had previous incidents of threatening

behaviour, and this should be avoided.

Covid Updates and Reminders

Further to recent updates from the Government regarding covid restrictions, from Monday 17

January, people with COVID-19 in England can end their self-isolation after 5 full days, as long as

they test negative on day 5 and day 6.

The decision was made after careful consideration of modelling from the UK Health Security

Agency and to support essential public services and workforces over the winter.

· People self-isolating with COVID-19 will have the option to reduce their isolation period

after 5 full days if they test negative on both day 5 and day 6 and do not have a

temperature, from Monday, 17 January

· Individuals who are still positive on their rapid lateral flow tests must stay in isolation

until they have had 2 consecutive negative tests taken on separate days
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It is crucial that people isolating with COVID-19 wait until they have received 2 negative rapid

lateral flow tests on 2 consecutive days to reduce the chance of still being infectious.

The first test must be taken no earlier than day 5 of the self-isolation period, and the second

must be taken the following day. If an individual is positive on day 5, then a negative test is

required on day 6 and day 7 to release them from isolation.

It is essential that 2 negative rapid lateral flow tests are taken on consecutive days and reported

before individuals return to their job or education, if leaving self-isolation earlier than the full

10-day period.

For instance, if an individual is positive on day 5, then a negative test is required on both day 6

and day 7 to release from self-isolation, or positive on day 6, then a negative test is required on

days 7 and 8, and so on until the end of day 10.

The default self-isolation period continues to be 10 days, and you may only leave self-isolation

early if you have taken 2 rapid lateral flow tests and do not have a temperature in line with

guidance.

The covid rates at NEPS are beginning to rise again. We are also aware that cases are very high in

local schools in the area. In light of this we will ask parents and carers to continue to wear masks

on the school site as will staff in communal areas.

School Lunches

Please ensure that you register and make payments in advance of your child/ren

having a school lunch. The cost of a meal is £2.35 per day and the link below will enable

you to register/login in.

https://parents.feedinghungryminds.co.uk/register

Reporting Absences

Please can we remind you to report ALL absences to the school office by 8.30am. This

can be done by calling the absence line 0208 997 2653 and leaving a message, texting
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using the Schoolcomms App or emailing admin@northealing.ealing.sch.uk . Please

indicate your child/ren’s name, class and full reason for absence. Stating they are

‘unwell’ is not sufficient.  Many thanks for your cooperation in this.

Changes in Contact Details/Medical Conditions

Please remember to update the School Office with any changes in contact details and/or

health needs or allergies your child may have.

Please ensure that the school has a valid number to contact you on during the day. If

you are unable to access your mobile phone, please provide us with an alternative

number in case of any emergencies.
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